ADDENDUM NO. 1

Sedgwick County Project: Dry Creek Estates; Street Improvements

The items contained herein now become a part of the referenced plans and specifications. Please read the following items and acknowledge receipt of this addendum on the Proposal Page Number P-1. NOTE: THIS ADDENDUM MUST BE ACKNOWLEDGED TO CONSTITUTE A VALID BID.

PLANS:

- Sheet 8R: Corrected shoulder width to read “3.5’ AS-1 Rock Shoulders” at east end of Shade Street

- Sheet 11R: Corrected shoulder width to read “3.5’ AS-1 Rock Shoulders” on Talia Street

- Sheet 16R:
  a. Provided Light Stone Riprap Detail. Toe Walls and 6” Stone Filter Course Backing shall be subsidiary to “Riprap (Light Stone).”
  b. Adjusted plan callout for Light Stone Riprap to reference detail on “This Sheet.”

- Sheet 27R: Corrected references for Light Stone Riprap to read “RE: SHEET 16R.”

By: ____________________________
Lynn T. Packer, P.E.
Director of Public Works/County Engineer

Date: June 15, 2023
DIAL 811

ONE CALL

TOPOGRAPHIC SURVEY USED IN PREPARING PLANS WAS DEVELOPED AND PROVIDED SOLELY FOR ENGINEER PLANS. ENGINEER DOES NOT GUARANTEE SURVEY ELEVATIONS FOR ACCURACY. CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY ELEVATIONS AND NOTIFY ENGINEER OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.

LIGHT STONE RIPRAP DETAILS

PROPOSED PIT POND - TYPICAL SECTION

(NOT TO SCALE)
Dry Creek Estates Street Improvements
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To Topographic Survey used in preparing plans was developed and provided solely for Engineer plans. Engineer does not guarantee survey elevations for accuracy. Contractor shall verify elevations and notify engineer of any discrepancies.